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Neurofuzzy Adaptive Controlling of Selective
Stimulation for FES: A Case Study

Haiming Qi, Dustin J. Tyler, and Dominique M. Durand

Abstract—A controller was designed for the selective stimula-
tion of the sciatic nerve with a multiple contact cuff electrode to
generate a desired torque in the ankle joint of cat. The design
integrates three approaches, artificial neural network (ANN)
modeling, fuzzy logical adaptation, and geometrical mapping.
The geometrical mapping refers to the vector transformation
from the joint coordinates to the virtual muscle coordinates
which have been conceptually developed to represent the major
recruitment features of contact-based functional units in the
physical plant. This method reduces the complexity of generating
a data set for training the neural network in the feedforward
path and implementing the on-line learning algorithm embedded
in the feedback loop. The controller was evaluated by computer
simulation with the experimental data obtained from the torque
generation in five acute cats. The results show that the ANN-
based feedforward is capable of predicting 65% of a given desired
isometric torque, and the fuzzy logical machine is able to provide
suitable gains for feedback modulation to reduce the error from
35 to 8.5% and produce a robust control.

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTRICAL stimulation of nervous systems through
a cuff electrode has been studied for decades as a

possible method to restore motor function to individuals with
neurological impairments, but intact peripheral neuromuscular
systems [1]. Various techniques with different electrode de-
signs have been developed and reported [2]–[13]. In particular,
the development of multiple contact electrodes has received
much more attention recently [7]–[13]. These nerve cuff
electrodes allow researchers to selectively stimulate different
components of a nerve, thereby activating several muscles at
the same time with less implanted hardware and electrical
energy consumption [13]–[14]. However, the control of the
selective stimulation through different cuff contacts to generate
a desired torque or movement is a challenging problem.
It is because the controlled plant, as an example showed in
Fig. 1 is highly nonlinear, multidimensional, strongly coupled,
and with significant uncertainty. The goal of this study is to
design a controller capable of providing stimulus parameters
(current pulse amplitude and width) to a multichannel current
stimulator which in turn delivers the appropriate stimulus to
the cuff contacts to produce a given.

In most functional electrical stimulation (FES) control sys-
tems, three strategies are often used, open-loop control [15],
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the control system, controller and physical
plant (current stimulator, an eight-contact nerve cuff electrode, and the
neuro–musculo–skeletal system).~Td: desired torque;~Tr: generated torque;
CP: current pulse;pa and pw: pulse amplitude and width.

[16], closed-loop control with fixed parameters [17], [18], and
adaptive control [19]–[21]. With open-loop control, the system
behavior mainly depends on the quality of the model of the in-
verse relationship of muscle recruitment properties since mus-
cles are the only torque generator in neuro–musculo–skeletal
systems. Muscles are very complex biological systems. Their
force generation is a function of the location of an implanted
electrode, the recruitment of motor units, the interaction with
working environment (muscle length and rate of change of
muscle length), temperature, and duration of stimulation (fa-
tigue) [1], [32]. These functions are nonlinear, time-variant,
coupled together, and also quite different from one sub-
ject to another. With such complicated systems, the task
implementation (accuracy and stability) is strongly limited
under open-loop control. The system performance can be
improved significantly by using closed-loop control [22]. With
fixed-parameter feedback control, the success is normally
restricted to a narrow bandwidth due to its inadequate ability
to adapt the changes in the system characteristics and working
environment. With adaptive control, the main problem is the
derivation of algorithms which converge rapidly, given a lim-
ited knowledge of system behavior. The parameter estimation
for different subjects is also very time consuming.

Recently, several investigators have studied artificial neural
network (ANN)-based approaches to overcome these limi-
tations [24]–[27]. ANN’s offer a number of advantages for
application in system control, such as their ability to approx-
imate nonlinear functions and to learn from example [23].
In these applications, an ANN plays a key elements in the
feedforward path to provide an inverse relationship of the
nonlinear and customized system properties. The time-variant
characteristics and modeling error are taken into account by
updating the weight vectors in the ANN [25], [26] and/or
through an additional feedback control path [26], [27].

This paper presents the development and evaluation of
a novel ANN-based adaptive control system for using a
multiple contact nerve cuff electrode. In its gain-adjustment
loop, a fuzzy logical machine was designed to trace system
performance, deal with uncertainty, and force the plant to
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the controller with the controlled physical plant.~Tr =
~Tr+noise. Geometrical mapping: Transformation of~Td and ~Tr from joint

space to the virtual muscle coordinates,�d
i

and�r
i

; FF ANN: Three-layer feedforward artificial neural network. Predictive controller consists of Elements 1,
2, 3, and 5. Its feedforward path includes Elements 1 and 2 and predictspa with a given ~Td. Its feedback loop forms through Element 3 withEi and gai
to update the weight vector of the output layer of the FF ANN, whereEi = �d

i
� �r

i
and ga

i
is the gradient vector. PID Controller: a first order digital

PID controller to modulatepw with Ei andgw
i
. Both ga

i
andgw

i
are generated by the fuzzy logical machine (Element 5) with the inputs from system state

variables,pa, pw,E andEi. During computer simulation, the controlled physical plant is modeled by a four-layer FF ANN.

follow the desired response by providing suitable controller
gains. The controller was developed and tested by computer
simulation on MATLAB.

II. M ETHODS

A. Controlled Plant

The physical plant addressed in this paper (Fig. 1)
consists of a current regulated stimulator, an eight contact
cuff electrode implanted on the cat sciatic nerve, and the
neuro–musculo–skeletal system of the cat’s ankle joint [11].
Following the cuff implantation, monophasic current pulses
applied to cuff contacts generate isometric twitch moments
in ankle joint space (dorsal flexion, lateral rotation, and
inversion). Using current pulse amplitude (pa) and width
(pw) to represent the stimulation pulses to each contact, this
plant has 16 control variables. The controlled variable is the
generated torque and was studied only in the dorsal
flexion (DF) and lateral rotation (LR) plane. The amount of
Inversion torque is normally less than 10% of dorsal flexion
and considered insignificant for this initial study.

B. Controller Design

Considering the system performance, system rise time,
peak value of overshoot, and convergence rate are of central
importance. To gain a shorter rise time and a smaller peak
value of overshoot, a predictive controller is used (Element 1,
2, 3, and 5 in Fig. 2). Its feedforward path (Element 1 and 2
in Fig. 2) provides the inverse relationship between the plant
inputs and outputs. For a given , Element 1 (Geometrical
Mapping) determines which contacts should be stimulated and
estimates how much torque should be generated by each
one. Element 2 (a three-layer feedforward ANN, FF ANN)
then predicts the stimulus parameter (pa ) ( is the index of
cuff contacts). Initially, the pulse width is set equal to 10s

for all contacts. With these parameters, a real torqueis
generated and compared to the desired torque.

The difference between and due to the modeling error,
time-variant change in the plant, and external disturbances can
be reduced through the feedback loop (Element 3 in Fig. 2)
by adjusting the weight vector on the output layer of the FF
ANN. However, this partial updating of the parameters in the
feedforward path has limited power in error elimination [25]. A
first-order proportional-integral-derivative (PID) (proportional,
integral, and differential) controller (Element 4 in Fig. 2) is
used to directly regulatepw and forms the second feedback
loop. Furthermore, a fuzzy logical machine (Element 5 in
Fig. 2) is added to improve the system stability and conver-
gence rate to a given . It extracts the information of system
performance from the changes in the errors (and ) and the
location of system operating point from the currently applied
stimulus parameters (pa andpw ), and generates the gradient
vectors (ga and gw ) for the on-line adaptation of the two
feedback loops.

C. Virtual Muscle Coordinates

To examine the torque generation in the plant, each cuff
contact was stimulated with different combinations ofpa and
pw. Fig. 3 shows the recruitment curves in the ankle joint
space for three contacts. The symbols indicate the resultant
torque by alteringpw from zero to 5 ms with fixedpa, while
the symbols with the solid lines indicate the recruitment with
pw s and varyingpa from zero to 5 mA. From this
set of experimental data, five features were extracted: 1) each
contact generates the torque within a subset of the ankle joint
space, 2) the torque generated by one contact (enclosed by
the dash lines in Fig. 3) has a major direction in the ankle
joint space, 3) the torque increases as the applied stimulus is
increased, 4) the torque direction changes only at largepa,
and 5) varyingpw or pa gives similar results provided that
the pulse amplitude is limited. Neglecting the torque located
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Fig. 3. DF and LR: Dorsiflexion and lateral rotation in ankle joint. Signs of circle, plus, and star represent the torque generated by stimulating Cuff
Contact 3, 6, and 7, respectively with variablepw and fixedpa (50, 100, 150, and 200�A). Solid lines show the recruitment curves with variablepa
and pw = 10 �s. The “spillover point” [29] is denoted by empty squares, at which torque direction changes as applied stimulation increases. The space
enclosed by the dash line is defined as “working space” respect to different cuff contacts or virtual muscles. The major directions of three “working
space” are indicated by the action vectors,~e3, ~e6, and ~e7.

outside of the subset space specified by the dash lines in Fig. 3,
we modeled the torque generation along a major direction
functionally as a virtual fascicle innervating a virtual muscle
[28]. The subset space as the “working space” of a virtual
muscle. Action vectors are then used as a linear approximation
of the major direction of the torque generated by the virtual
muscles ( , , and in Fig. 3). Each action vector has two
components, the angular position and the magnitude .
With an eight contact cuff electrode, eight virtual muscles have
been defined with eight action vectors (to for Cat II in
Fig. 5). The coordinate system formed by those nonorthogonal
vectors physically represents the functional selectivity of each
cuff contact in torque generation and is called the virtual
muscle coordinate system.

D. Geometrical Mapping

If a given is located outside the “working space” of
a virtual muscle, more than one cuff contacts must be used.
Experimental data with simultaneous stimulation of two cuff
contacts shows that the resulting torque is located around the
space between the two action vectors (Fig. 4) [11]. Therefore,
we assume that a given can be decomposed into two
virtual muscle coordinates as desired muscle-torque. Due
to the redundant number of the virtual muscles, minimizing
stimulation effort is used as a criterion for the cuff contact
selection. The criterion can be satisfied by minimizing the
angle between a given and two action vectors. Two
cuff contacts are then selected such that their correspondent
action vectors are located on the either side of a given

Fig. 4. Torque generated by simultaneously stimulating Cuff Contact 0 and
4 (diamonds).~e0 and~e4: Virtual muscle coordinates for Cuff Contact 0 and 4.
The solid lines are the recruitment curves with variablepa andpw= 10 �s.

with a minimal ( 180 and in Fig. 5). Using
vector decomposition, the transformation of from the joint
coordinates to the virtual muscle coordinates can be obtained
for the two selected contacts,and

and

& (1)

where , , and are the vector angles of th and
th action vectors in the ankle joint space, respectively.

is defined as the mapping factor. The same principle is also
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Fig. 5. Virtual muscle coordinates: Arrows from~e0 to ~e7. Cuff Contact 6
and 0 are selected with a given~Td since their action vectors are in either side
of and the most near to~Td. �d

6
and�d

0
are the components of decomposing

~Td to ~e6 and~e0, which forms a triangle with~Td. All angular positions of
the virtual muscle coordinates in joint space are accounted in anticlockwise
direction, as shown by�3 to �5.

applied for and we have

and

(2)

where is the vector angle of . With the obtained and
, the error information in the virtual muscle coordinates can

be expressed by , and provided as inputs for the
feedback modulation.

E. FF ANN and Online Adaptation

The desired muscle-torque coordinates,are fed into the
FF ANN (Element 2 in Fig. 2) which consists of eight source
nodes in the input layer, eight neurons with logistic transfer
function in the hidden layer, and eight neurons with linear
transfer function in the output layer. The neural network was
trained together with the geometrical mapping unit to model
the inverse relationship of recruitment properties of altering
pa with pw s. For a given , the FF ANN gives the
open-loop prediction forpa .

If the truepa pa required for the plant to generate is
different from thepa predicted by the FF ANN, the expected
change in the weight vector of the neurons in the output layer

can be written as

pa pa pa (3)

using a known error-correction learning rule [30, eq. (2.5)],
where is the rate of learning. represents the iteration
number andpa is the input to the th neuron in the output
layer. The superscripts, and refer to the output layer and
the hidden layer in the FF ANN. Since and are generated
by the plant withpa and pa , respectively, should

TABLE I
PS: POSITIVE SMALL ; PM: POSITIVE MEDIUM; PL: POSITIVE LARGE; N:

NEGATIVE; S: SMALL ; P: POSITIVE; ZMF: ASYMMETRICAL POLYNOMIAL CURVE

OPEN TO THE LEFT; TRIMF: TRIANGULAR MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION;
SIGMF: ASYMMETRICAL POLYNOMIAL CURVE OPEN TO THE RIGHT

be directly proportional topa pa if these differences are
small enough in a linear range. We approximated (3) by

ga pa (4)

wherega is equal to divided by the recruitment sensitivity of
the plant at a particular operating point. To reduce the effects
of noise and process disturbances on the system performance,
the following smoothed adaptive algorithm is used to obtain
the final value for the th iteration:

(5)

where is the time instant immediately following and
denotes the adaptation rate. Proper selection ofis crucial

to the final performance. The controller will become more
sensitive to noise and other disturbances whenis decreased,
while increasing will reduce the ability to track the variation
in the system.

F. PID Controller

Pulse width modulation is implemented with a first-order
digital PID controller using the following difference equation:

pw pw gw

(6)

wheregw is the variable gain andis the controller zero. Both
parameters can be adjusted to meet the system’s rise time and
overshoot criteria. The initial value in (6) ispw s
based on the recruitment data used to train the FF ANN.

G. Fuzzy Logical Machine

A fuzzy logical machine has been designed to generate
the two gradient vectors,ga and gw with

,
pa , andpw , as the inputs where

. The input and output universes
have three fuzzy sets each and their correspondent membership
functions are shown in Table I. The product operator is
performed by the fuzzy inference engine for both combination
and composition. The center of area method is used for
defuzzification [31]. Due to our limited knowledge of the
plant’s behavior, the if-then rules (Table II) were designed
according to the following heuristic features: 1) the feedback
gain should be inversely proportional to the recruitment
sensitivity, and the recruitment sensitivity is a function of
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TABLE II

both pa and pw ; 2) a smaller loop gain leads to a slower
response (convergence rate) and a higher loop gain can result
in a greater amount of oscillation; 3) joint torque is a nonlinear
combination of the torque generated by different stimulated
cuff contacts. Using the if-then rules given in Set 1 and
Set 2 in Table II, the machine generates a set ofga and
gw with pa and pw , providing an output inversely
proportional to the recruitment sensitivity (respect topa
and pw ) and an implicit constraint to modulatingpa and
pw simultaneously. Using the rules listed in Set 3 (Table II),
another set ofga and gw is produced by the machine with

and to prevent the system from diverging
or oscillating. The finalga and gw are the minimal values
of the three sets of the estimatedga and gw .

In this design, and are used as the indexes
of system performance. For instance, indicates
an increase in the distance between and (a scalar
measure of the error in the joint coordinates);

indicates a decrease of (a vector measure of
the error in the virtual muscle coordinates). These indexes
can have different behavior due to the plant nonlinearity.
To deal with plant uncertainty and nonlinearity efficiently,
fuzzy sets provide an appropriate means. By decomposing
the whole envelop of plant operation into several operating
regions, the functional relations can be localized and greatly
simplified. To minimize the influence of experimental error
on the feedback modulation, for an example, the fuzzy set
with TRIMF is assigned to and to cover the
range of distribution of the experimental. Assuming that the
experimental error has a Gaussian distribution and the TRIMF
of S covers 97% of the distribution, the whole-range is six
times of the standard derivation (see Table III).

H. Controller Parameter Estimation

There are three parameters used to define a virtual muscle
coordinate in the ankle joint space, the angular position,
the maximal torque and its associated stimulus parameter
pa . These parameters were estimated from a set of the

recruitment curves obtained by stimulating a cuff contact with
variable pa and pw s. The “spillover point” was
located visually first (i.e., the empty squares in Fig. 3). At each
“spillover point,” the Euclidean norm of the correspondent
torque was taken as, and the appliedpa aspa . A Learning
Vector Quantization (LVQ) network with eight neurons [30]
was used to classify with the data obtained experimentally
with pa pa and then normalized respect to. After
training, the output of each neuron gives the location of the
central point of the data from one cuff contact in the ankle
joint space.

TABLE III
THE ADAPTATION RATE (q) AND THE PID CONTROLLER ZERO (l)

ARE SET EQUAL TO 0.4. FOR THE COLUMN OF pam, THE ASSOCIATED

pw = 10 �s. FOR pwm, THE ASSOCIATED _pa VALUE IS IN

THE BRACKET. IN THE SECTION OF MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS, THERE

ARE THREE PARAMETERS FOR TRIMF AND TWO PARAMETERS FOR

ZMF AND SIGMF (SEE FUZZY LOGICAL TOOLBOX OF MATLAB)

To simplify the parameter estimation of the membership
functions in the fuzzy logical machine, its inputs and outputs
are normalized or scaled by various parameters as shown in
Table III, and hence they can have the same membership
functions for different virtual muscle coordinates, variables
(pa and pw ), and cats. The maximal value ofpw (pw
Column 4 in Table III) and the standard derivation of the
experimental error ( N-cm) are obtained directly
from experiment. Here the experimental error is defined as
the variation of the output torque generated with a given
stimulation. is the transformation of the standard
derivation from the joint coordinates to the virtual muscle
coordinates. The recruitment sensitivities (rs and rs in
Column 5 and 6 in Table III) are set equal to the slopes of-

plots of against the amount of applied stimulus (pa
or pw ) at half ofpa or pw . Meanwhile, the adaptation rate
[ in (5)] and the PID controller zero [in (6)] were estimated
by the trial-and-error method for each cat.

The FF ANN together with the geometric mapping unit
was trained with the Levenberg–Marquardt learning rule [30],
providing a 8 8 weight matrix and a bias vector with eight
elements for the hidden layer and a weight vector with eight
elements for the output layer. The experimental data from both
single and double cuff contact stimulation were used for the
training.

I. Model of Controlled Plant

The experimental data obtained from each cat was placed
into six groups. There were three groups each for single and
double cuff contact stimulation: 1) with variablepa and fixed
pw; 2) with variablepw and fixedpa; 3) with variablepa and
pw. 60% of the data was randomly selected for the controller
parameter estimation and the modeling of the controlled plant,
while the rest was used to verify the developed plant model
and test the controller by computer simulation.

A model for this nonlinear, multivariable plant was devel-
oped to evaluate the designed controller through computer
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Evaluation of the plant model.X–Y plots of the plant model prediction versus the experimental data: (a) for dorsiflexion and (b) for lateral rotation.
The solid lines in both figures have 45� with their x-axis andy-axis, representing the position where the model prediction is equal to the experimental data.
The dotted lines indicate the range of variation within 3�, 5 N-cm in (a) and 3 N-cm in (b), respectively.

simulation using a four-layer FF ANN. It consists of 16 source
nodes in the first layer, and 16 (logistic), eight (hyperbolic),
two (linear) neurons in the second, third, and fourth layer,
respectively. This number was set when no significant decrease
of the error could be produced by adding neurons to the ANN.
The modeling error was estimated in the terms of mean and
standard derivation of the difference between experimental
torque and model prediction in each dimension of
the joint torque, as well as relative averaged error (RAE).

(7)

where and are the number of the trials ( for
Cat II) and the standard derivation of the experimental error,
respectively. A minimum threshold value for was set at
three times the standard deviation of the experimental error to
prevent biasing the RAE calculation at a low torque value. To
prevent the plant model from over-training, the training was
stopped when a good compromise between modeling error
(with 60% of experimental data) and prediction error (with
40% of experimental data) was obtained. The- plots of the
prediction of the plant model versus the experimental data for
one cat are shown in Fig. 6. The mean and standard derivation
are 0.11 and 1.61 N-cm in Dorsiflexion, and0.17 and 1.18
N-cm in lateral rotation, respectively. The RAE for the plant
model is 11.7%.

III. RESULTS

Computer simulation for the designed control system was
carried out with the plant model to determine its prediction
ability and modulation power through different feedback paths
with different control variables. At the beginning of each trial,

the controller and the plant model are initialized with zero
inputs and outputs. For a given , the output of the plant
model at the end of the first computation cycle is
the system feedforward prediction without error correction.
As the computation cycle increases, the distance between
and should be reduced by the feedback modulation. The
experimental data used for the control algorithm was obtained
for the ankle for five cats.

1) Prediction Ability and Amount of Training Data:A FF
ANN was trained with the experimental data from both stim-
ulating single- and double-cuff contacts. With 400 trials, its
feedforward prediction, has a RAE equal to 32%. The

- plots of versus are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b).
Their mean and standard derivation are 0.6 and 4.34 N-cm in
dorsiflexion, and 0.4 and 2.39 N-cm in lateral rotation.

The main drawback in the predictive control is the need for
an inverse relationship between the plant inputs and outputs
which requires a data set to provide sufficient information
of the plant behavior. Recording those data from animals
normally takes a large amount of time. To investigate the
minimal size of the data required for training the FF ANN, a FF
ANN was trained with only one recruitment curve from single
cuff contact stimulation for each contact. The RAE obtained
with the minimal training set was 37% and produced a small
increase (5%) in the error.

2) Global Feedback Modulation:With the feedback, both
pa and pw are modulated to reduce the difference between

and . As an example, a torque trajectory from to
for a given is shown in the joint coordinates in

Fig. 8(a) and in the time domain in Fig. 8(b). After the first
ten computation cycles, is able to stay within the target
zone (10% of ). With 400 trials, has a RAE equal
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. X–Y plots of the feedforward prediction performance~Tr(1) versus the desired output~Td (a) for dorsiflexion and (b) for lateral rotation. The solid
lines in both figures have 45� with their x-axis andy-axis, representing the position where the simulated torque is equal to the experimental data. The dotted
lines indicate the range of variation within 3�, 5 N-cm in (a) and 3 N-cm in (b), respectively.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Torque trajectory obtained for a given desired torque~Td with (a) additional feedback in torque coordinates and (b) in the time domain. DF and LR:
dorsiflexion and lateral rotation in ankle joint.~Td and ~Ts are the desired torque and the torque generated from the open-loop prediction, respectively.~e2 and
~e4 show the angular locations of Virtual Muscle 2 and 4. The dashed lines in (b) show the components of~Td in DF and LR.

to 8.5%. The - plots of against are shown
in Fig. 9(a) and (b). Their mean and standard deviation are
0.36 and 1.43 N-cm in dorsiflexion, and 0 and 1.02 N-cm
in lateral rotation. The dependence of RAE on the number
of computation cycles was also examined. Fig. 10(a) shows
that the RAE decreases rapidly from 37% to 12% within the
first 20 computation cycles and reaches 8.5% at the hundreth

computation cycle. The average time for one computational

cycle was 15 ms on a 166 MHz PC.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. X-Y plots of the simulated torque with the feedback modulation,~Tr(100) against the experimental data, (a) for dorsiflexion and (b) for lateral rotation.
The solid lines in both figures have 45� with their x-axis andy-axis, representing the position where the simulation results are equal to the experimental
data. The dotted lines indicate the range of variation within 3�, 5 N-cm in (a) and 3 N-cm in (b), respectively.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. X-Y plots of the relative averaged error against computation cycle (a) and amplitude of the noise applied in the feedback loop (b). The noise
has an uniform distribution in the range (�1, 1), and is scaled by the magnitude of~Td. In (b), the dotted line was generated from the controller with fixed
feedback gain, while the solid line was from the controller including the fuzzy logical machine.

3) Robustness:The robustness of the controller was tested
by adding a random noise to in the feedback loop (see
Fig. 2) with various amplitudes measured as root-mean-square
(rms) and expressed in term of the percentage of . With
400 trials, the RAE of [the stars along the lower
curve in Fig. 10(b)] remains nearly constant as the noise rms

increased from zero to 20%, and then increases significantly.
However, the RAE of [the circles along the upper
curve in Fig. 10(b)] is increased nearly linearly to the applied
noise rms when the fuzzy logical machine was replaced by
fixed feedback gains. The results show that the resistance
to measurement error or externally mechanical disturbance is
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significantly improved by using the fuzzy logical machine.
4) Redundant Control Structure and Variables:In a con-

troller, the computation load, the complexity of the control
structure, and the number of control parameters are increased
when more control variables are used. In this study there is a
large redundancy in the control variables compared with the
number of the controlled variables. To determine whether one
of the two control variables (pa and pw) could be fixed, a
simulation with a controller relying onpa alone was carried
out. Without the PID modulation (pw s), the RAE of

was found to be 17%. There was no further significant
improvement even with a computation cycle as high as 100. In
comparison with the result from the controller which consists
of bothpa andpw modulation, the difference (5%) implies that
the predictive controller plays a key role for controlling this
isometric torque generation. Another simulation was carried
out by replacingpa with pw. The results show that there is no
significant difference between modulatingpa or pw through
the predictive controller.

IV. DISCUSSION

The design and evaluation of a neurofuzzy adaptive con-
troller for selective stimulation to a multicontact nerve cuff has
been presented. Compared with the other FES control systems
[24]–[27], there are two major developments in this design: 1)
integration of the geometrical mapping with ANN modeling
for the feedforward prediction to solve the redundancy prob-
lem and 2) addition of a fuzzy logical machine in the feedback
loop for on-line adaptation to deal with the plant nonlinearity.
This fuzzy component also contributes to a robust control of
a complex plant with limited knowledge and an unpredictable
working environment.

The physical plant in this study has a number of different
combinations ofpa and pw for generating a given . To
develop an unique input-output inverse model required for pre-
dictive control, the “working space” of different combinations
of cuff contacts with differentpa and pw could be inves-
tigated over the whole operating range and their overlap in
the whole working space should be carefully eliminated. This
task is very time-consuming and would not be implemented.
By modeling the torque generation of this eight contact-based
system as eight virtual muscles, we represented their functional
selectivity in the ankle joint space by a virtual muscle
coordinate system (Fig. 5) and their recruitment characteristics
underlying each coordinate by a FF ANN. A geometrical
mapping scheme similar to the artificial motor program [32]
was developed to transform (and ) from the ankle joint
space into the virtual muscle coordinates, (and ). It
determines which cuff contacts should be used for stimulation
and how much torque should be generated from each of them.
The criterion of minimizing stimulation effort used in the map-
ping scheme is functionally equivalent to dividing the whole
working space into a number of subspaces with specified cuff
contacts. The main advantage of using this approach is that
only a small amount of data is required for the model devel-
opment. As showed in the computer simulation, a promising

accuracy can be obtained from only one recruitment curve
(with variablepa andpw s) used as training data.

The reliability of the functional selectivity denoted by in
the ankle joint space is crucial in the success of this approach.
Since there is no relative movement between an implanted
cuff electrode and the nerve trunk, has been considered
time-invariant. Meanwhile, its dependence on appliedpa and
pw has been investigated over the whole operating region by
simulating the ANN-based plant model. The result indicates
that for each recruitment curves is the same as long as
pa and pw are within the region underlying of a curve,
pw pa and pa . and are
the maximal values forpa and pw , respectively, and is
a constant. This feature was implemented as a constraint on
modulatingpa and pw in the fuzzy logical machine.

Another feature of this geometrical mapping scheme is that
it is a linear approximation and does not take into account
any nonlinear effects on the plant torque generation, such
as 1) electrical field interference in the nerve-cuff interface
created by simultaneously stimulating multiple cuff contacts,
2) recruitment sensitivity to variablepa and pw, and 3)
temporary spatial summation of the torque generated by in-
dividual virtual muscles. Taking as the feedback error to
reduce the discrepancy between and , a fuzzy logical
machine was designed to take these effects into account
and provide variable feedback gains based on the current
system performance and working state. This approach is an
alternative to a model reference adaptation [33], and has a
high capability of integrating variant control goals and system
constraints together for optimization. It not only provides
suitable feedback gains for updating the FF ANN, but also for
the PID controller, to minimize from all dimensions (pa
andpw ). This feature is particularly important for controlling
a highly nonlinear, high dimensional, strongly coupled plant.
However, this design has a smaller number of input variables
(i.e., without and ) and simpler structure (less fuzzy sets
and membership functions for the same resolution) with clear
physical meaning (considering system performance to vary
feedback gains), compared a system using a fuzzy logical
controller to modulate control variable directly.

There are two parameters crucial to system performance,
the adaptation rate [in (5)] and the PID controller zero [
in (6)]. The ability to track the variation in the plant behavior
can be increased by reducing either one of these values. The
control system becomes less sensitive to the system noise and
other disturbances if either one of them is increased. Therefore,
this design allows us to obtain a good compromise between
the tracking ability and robustness of the control system by
adjusting these two parameters.

As demonstrated by the computer simulation, the predictive
controller plays a key role in the control system, providing a
prediction up to 65% of and reducing the error further to
13% through its feedback modulation. Meanwhile, the PID
modulation reduced the error by only 5%. Therefore, the
predictive controller withpa or pw as control variable is
sufficient for controlling the isometric twitch torque genera-
tion. However, this does not imply that there is no significant
benefit from simultaneously modulating two control variables
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[34] because the PID modulation is strongly limited by the
constraint designed to preventfrom varying. This constraint
can be released by taking pulse frequency as the control
variable of the PID controller when a tetanic contraction is
required since the result from our experimental study shows
that does not vary with applied pulse frequency.

This control system was designed as a general approach
to control selective stimulation of a functional neuromuscu-
lar stimulation (FNS) system implanted with a multicontact
cuff electrode. As a pioneering study, many FNS system
characteristics which were not included in this study can
be further integrated and implemented in one of the three
major components (geometric mapping, ANN modeling, and
fuzzy logical adaptation) based on their function roles in
muscle force generation. For instance, the time-variant effects
due to muscle fatigue, change and rate of change of muscle
length on recruitment sensitivity can be taken into account by
making feedback gains a function of such variables as

pa , and pw , while the hysteresis characteristics in muscle
recruitment can be modeled by a recurrent ANN. Currently,
this control system is under experimental test for isometric
twitch torque generation, and will be extended to tetanic torque
generation and motion control.
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